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Presentation und hands-on: Borehole data web-application
Milan Antononic1, Sabine Brodhag2, Massimiliano Cannata1, Marcus Hoffmann1, Nils Oesterling2
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Institute of Earth Sciences, University of Applied Sciences and Arts of Southern Switzerland, Cannobio, Switzerland
Federal Office of Topography SWISSTOPO, Bern, Switzerland

During the last years, a Borehole Data Management System (BDMS) has been developed by the Federal Office of
Topography of Switzerland (swisstopo). To facilitate the data exchange procedure, a standalone application built with closed
source software is used, but this approach starts to feels too hard working by the users and recently an increasing number
of partners start asking for a web-based solution. To fulfill this demand, we developed a new Web Application Prototype,
sponsored by swisstopo, using the latest Free and Open Source Technologies. The new application integrates some of the
today’s best OSGeo projects and will be available in 2020 as a modular open source solution on GitHub and ready to use
in a docker container available on Docker Hub. Through two types of authorization, Explorer users are able to search the
BDMS for specific boreholes, navigate a configurable user-friendly map, apply filters, explore the stratigraphy layers of each
borehole and export all the data in shapefiles, CSV or PDF. Editors are able to manage in detail the information and publish
the results after passing a validation process. The application is compliant with the data model for boreholes provided by
swisstopo.
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19.2
Fusion of SAR-Interferometry, GNSS and Precise Levelling: Latest
Deformation Fields in Northern Switzerland derived from PS-InSAR and
GNSS
Alexandra Heck1, Jakob Weisgerber1, Malte Westerhaus1, Hael Sumaya1, Markus Even1, Hansjörg Kutterer1, Bernhard
Heck1
1
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The PS-InSAR (Persistent Scatterer SAR Interferometry) method, GNSS networks and precise levelling provide a unique
database to detect recent displacements of the Earth’s surface. However, each technique shows its own characteristics in
terms of sampling rates, spatial resolution, reference frames and processing models. We focus on developing a fusion
technique that takes advantage of the geodetic measurement methods mentioned. This fusion technique has already been
applied investigating the intra-plate deformation of the Upper Rhine Graben (URG) located in Central Europe, determine a
3D velocity field which is able to solve the expected tectonic movements below the single-digit millimetre per year range
(Fuhrmann et al, 2015).
The previous database consists of
•
precise levelling data gathered by the surveying authorities of Germany, France and Switzerland dating back to the
end of the 19th century,
•
GPS time series between 2002 and 2011 of 85 permanent stations being part of GURN (GNSS Upper Rhine
Graben Network) and
•
PS-InSAR velocity fields derived from ERS-1/2 and Envisat data acquired between 1992 and 2010.
Some of the analysed GPS time series are less than 4 years, resulting in undesirably high standard deviations of the 3D
velocity field. Furthermore, the 3D velocity field shows partially unexpected results at the edge of the investigated area. A
current step is therefore to expand the model area and to integrate longer GPS time series into our approach. Besides
using data of additional GNSS stations and longer GNSS time series, we also integrate Sentinel-1 data for performing PSInSAR analysis using the open source software packages SNAP (SentiNel Application Platform) and StaMPS (Stanford
Method of Persistent Scatterer).
The presentation will focus on the concept of the fusion approach and will show the latest results of the PS-InSAR
evaluation of Sentinal-1 data as well as the GPS PPP (Precise Point Positioning) time series solutions in northern
Switzerland.
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EnviDat (www.envidat.ch) is the environmental data portal and institutional repository of the Swiss Federal Research
Institute WSL. With its capability to host and publish data sets, EnviDat focuses on integrating curated data sets from the
environmental domain and facilitates efficient and unified access to WSL’s environmental monitoring and research data
(Iosifescu et al., 2018).

Figure 1. The EnviDat environmental data portal

The integration of existing datasets in EnviDat, currently mainly originating from WSL, is accompanied by their
documentation with appropriate metadata. Formal publication of research data with proper citation information and Digital
Object Identifiers (DOIs) is supported and encouraged. Extending the EnviDat service to other institutions within the ETH
Domain is a mid- to long-term goal of WSL.
Further advances of the EnviDat system are currently being explored, such as geoportal capabilities and spatial data
infrastructure (SDI). These will allow EnviDat to include specific support for the discovery, presentation and retrieval of
spatial data. Such future portal interface and functionality improvements are interrelated with the EnviDat system
architecture and technology stack. EnviDat adopted best practices and standards in data sharing by integrating prominent
technologies for data repositories that are available from the wider research data management community.
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Figure 2. EnviDat three-tier system architecture (Iosifescu et al., 2018)

The EnviDat portal for data providers is leveraging community software such as CKAN, Apache Solr and PostgreSQL, while
a three-tier system architecture containing clearly defined data management, application and presentation layers (Iosifescu
et al., 2018). In this context, geospatial databases and technologies such as PostgreSQL and PostGIS are already central
for EnviDat’s additive data discovery mechanism, supporting data users with a more effective search and retrieval of
published data based on their geospatial characteristics (Iosifescu et al., 2018). Consequently, the existing EnviDat
architecture can be enhanced with additional traditional geoportal components, such as view/mapping and geoprocessing
servers (please refer to Iosifescu et al., 2017, for details).
By incorporating full support for spatial data and capabilities, EnviDat is pursuing an innovative convergence of data
publishing repositories with geoportals, thus actively bridging the gap between the research data management and the
geospatial communities.
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Ideally, a high density of well logs and seismic interpretations provide a clear picture of the geology of the deeper
underground. In reality, outside of areas with intense subsurface exploration and/or production this case is rare: usually the
boreholes are far apart, do not reach the desired depth and seismic data is not available. Furthermore, the geological
complexity between the sparse input data may excede what can be reproduced by simple interpolation. At shallow depth,
geological 2D data (maps, vector data) and associated geological profiles describe the geological context of a large-scale
area. The widespread distribution of geological 2D data and their availability, but above all the coherent and consistent
geological interpretation on the map sheet, are essential input data for 3D modeling near the surface.
In order to test a nationwide coverage of geological 3D models, the Swiss Geological Survey has created a pilot program
focused on the construction of 3D geological models based solely on 2D data, profiles and available drill hole data. Using
the Move software (Petroleum Experts, Version 2018.2), several geological 3D models based on the GeoCover vector
datasets (© swisstopo) at a scale of 1: 25’000 were created at sites with different geological setting. South of the Jura
mountains near Aarau and in the area of Elm, two models were created as part of this feasibility study. In the model of Elm
and in two further models in the areas of Hitzkirch and Langnau the modeling was carried out simultaneously to the editing
process of the corresponding map sheets of the geological atlas (GA25).
The aim of this study is to (1) develop a methodology for 3D modeling in geologically complex areas, (2) to find out what
level of detail can be achieved within a given timeframe and with the available data, and (3) in the case of processing of the
GA25 map sheet to give geometric and qualitative feedback on geology or mapping.
We present the workflow and the completed 3D models and highlight the experiences but also the limitations of the chosen
3D modeling approach. Geologists should keep in mind the iterative character of 3D modeling that always returns to 2D
data, revealing possible spatial inconsistencies. This in turn means that geological maps may need to be verified in the field
and adjusted if needed. This shows that 3D modeling does not always have to lead to a final 3D model, but is also an
essential tool for generating bedrock maps or to map a poorly developed geological unit in a spatially consistent way.
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19.5
Visual KARSYS, a web-tool for modelling karst aquifers in 3D
Arnauld Malard1, Stephen Randles3, Philipp Hausmann3, Pierre-Yves Jeannin1, Manfred Vogel3, Simon Lopez2, Gabriel
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Visual KARSYS is a web-tool available at www.visualkarsys.com. It has been developed to address modelers and endusers working for the documentation and/or the management of geology and groundwater resources in karst areas. It
makes possible for modelers to setup projects, to entry geol. and hydrogeol. data and to design geological 3D model in
order to subsequently apply the KARSYS approach On one side, Visual KARSYS offers an intuitive interface in which
modelers are guided through the steps of the approach. On the other side, Visual KARSYS offers a dedicated output page
for end-users which displays formatted data and resulting models built by modelers. Editing and reading permissions can
be allotted by the project administrator to different users (both modelers and end-users). End users can arrange data and
results as they want (form, layout, views, etc.) and different analysis tools are at their disposal (slicer, drawing tool, etc.).
They can export different data or print maps.
Visual KARSYS is actually free-of-use and we encourage users to use it.

Fig. 1 the four basic steps of Visual KARSYS allow modelers to build 3D aquifer models online which can be seen and exploited by endusers. By the end of 2019, Visual KARSYS is ready for use. Nevertheless, additional extensions may be envisaged for the coming years.

The Visual KARSYS project is supported by the Swiss Federal Office for Environment via the grant for the promotion of
environmental technology (2016-2019, UTF 537.13.16).
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Even if unavoidable, geological maps are sometimes pointed at for being a matter of style. In fact, it can hardly be denied
that there is a part of personal, contextual, conceptual and temporal influence in each map, which we refer here alltogether
to ‘style’. This study represents an attempt to better understand style and even learn from it. It aims to observe and
describe the map metrics that are strongly related to geological context and that have undergone a significant change
during the last decades due to advances in technology, conceptual views and main goals.
Based on the 165 published sheets of the Swiss Geological Atlas (1:25’000), which appeared over a period of 90 years, we
analyse the evolution with time of several map parameters, such as the total surface mapped as outcrop, the total fault
length or the number of bedrock types. In a second step, we analyse the influence of the geological context and
topographic relief on these parameters.
The results show that the complexity of the geological context influences the mappers daringness to interpret. That is one
of several factors that typically gives the sheets in the Alps a quite different style than the Jura ones. It is also visible that in
more recent years, mappers tend to give unconsolidated deposits more space, display more measurements and add more
faults. This leads to more observation- and less interpretation-based maps. At the same time, it gives them a somewhat
disjoint and patchy aspect, where deciphering the bedrock structure is much more difficult. This shows the importance of
interpreting a bedrock geology map, as defined in swisstopo’s data model (swisstopo 2017). The data model separates the
interpreted bedrock geology from the observed outcrop boundaries so that neither the general structure comprehension nor
the observation fidelity are compromised. We believe that this assessment about style constitute a solid base for a needed
discussion about the role of observation and interpretation in geological mapping.

Figure 1. Example of an excerpt of two juxtaposing geological atlas sheets with different styles – on the left the sheet of St-Léonard
(Badoux et al., 1959), on the right the sheet of Sierre (Gabus et al., 2008). In this study, the style differences are measured based on the
outcrop surface, the fault length as well as the the mean trace length.
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Water Vapor Comparison between GNSS and MODIS Sensor Retrieval
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Water vapor is one of the most important greenhouse gases in the world, leading a dominant role in climate change. There
are lots of techniques which can measure water vapor directly or remotely. In this work, we compared the water vapor
retrieved from GNSS and the MODIS (Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer) sensor onboards NASA’s Earth
Observing System (EOS). For the EOS project, NASA launched two satellites payloads with the MODIS sensor named
Terra satellite (1999) and Aqua satellite (2002). The orbital period of the EOS satellites is 12 hours with a day and night
resolution of 1 km and 5 km, respectively. We reprocessed 11 years data (from 2002 to 2012) of GNSS data in order to get
homogenous results. We computed GPS-only as well as GLONASS-only and combined solutions. Since the GNSS network
is sparse and the MODIS sensor provides a grid dataset, we extracted the MODIS data at the GNSS permanent station
locations.
During these 11 years, the amplitudes of water vapor vary between 0 and 70 mm. The water vapor difference between GPS
and GLONASS is between -1 and +1 mm (Fig. 1) and it is diminishing with time due to the GLONASS constellation
replenishment. The difference between MODIS Aqua and MODIS Terra is between -2 and 10 mm (Fig. 2) and it is
increasing; this may happen due to the sensor aging. The biggest difference is measured over the equator. This is expected
as the amount of water vapor over the equator is larger than in other regions. Finally, we compared GPS with MODIS Aqua.
The difference is between -30 and 10 mm (Fig. 3). In the northen hemisphere the difference increases with latitude.
However the southern hemisphere shows no significant pattern; the reason may be the sparse GNSS station network in
this region.
It is important to noitice that the systematic bias between the techniques still needs to be studied and understood in more
details.

Figure 1. Water vapor differences between GPS and GLONASS
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Figure 2. Water vapor differences between MODIS Aqua and MODIS Terra

Figure 3. Water vapor differences between GPS and MODIS Aqua
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Rapid mass movements, such as rock falls, snow/ice/rock avalanches, debris flows or debris-laden floods constitute severe
natural hazards in Alpine terrain. Construction measures can protect roads, settlements and hiking trails from small events,
but successful hazard management is increasingly contingent upon rapid detection of ongoing or imminent mass movements.
Whereas advanced technologies like Doppler or interferometric radars are capable of detecting precursory acceleration to
collapsing rock instabilities, they target small view angles, only. Since gravitational instabilities of mountain faces may threaten
entire valleys below, it is necessary to monitor extended areas of Alpine terrain.
Based on elastic wave detection in the air and the ground, it is possible to recognize increased activity before a failure event,
and to produce catalogues of mass movements showing their relation to environmental conditions. Nowadays, rapidly
advancing drone technology allows acquisition of digital elevation models (DEM’s) on demand which can be used to identify
fresh and potentially unstable sediment deposits. In addition, weather data can provide important information on heavy
precipitation that may trigger avalanches or mobilize sediments. With modern seismological and infrasound monitoring, highrate DEM time series and increasingly accurate precipitation forecasts, it is therefore possible to fill pivotal observation gaps.
This allows us to better understand processes leading to destructive mass movements and help identify or detect specific
events.
Unfortunately, none of the mentioned observations in itself is sufficient for monitoring territories prone to mass movements
such as debris flow catchments. Seismometers and infrasound sensors may detect even small rock falls over kilometre
distances and at sub-second time resolution, yet location and volume estimates are typically inaccurate or even impossible.
On the other hand, drone-derived DEM’s provide accurate estimates of terrain changes, but they still require the presence of
personnel in the field and thus only coarse time series.
Here we present a data platform developed with partners at Swisscom Broadcast (Figure 1), which processes various
observation streams pertaining to hazardous mass movements. The platform serves as a visualization tool for incoming
seismic, infrasound, weather and drone data. Through state-of-the-art processing of the seismic and infrasound data,
dominant noise sources are continuously located. This result then feeds into a detection algorithm. A weather API (ApplicationProgramming-Interface) furthermore yields precipitation estimates on sub-kilometre scale. As the data processing updates
results every few tens of seconds, monitoring is practically possible in real-time. Drone-derived DEM’s are integrated into the
platform and provide volume estimates of mass movements detected with the seismological and infrasound observation.
We have tested the platform at the Illgraben canyon (VS), Switzerland’s most active debris flow catchment, producing several
events per year (Badoux et al., 2009). Whereas the Swiss Federal Institute for Forest, Snow and Landscape Research (WSL)
monitors debris flows at the lower Illgraben reaches with in-torrent sensors, our approach targets the poorly accessible upper
catchment (Walter et al., 2017). This region is critical, because mass movements like debris flows initiate here and rapid
detection implies extended early warning times. We present the operation of the data platform and discuss to what extent it
could serve as a component for early warning operation or hazard management.
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Figure 1. Web application of the data platform monitoring debris flows at Illgraben (VS) developed in collaboration with Swisscom Broadcast.
https://www.swisscom.ch/de/business/broadcast.html
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Assessing the bedrock surface of overdeepened valleys by 3D gravity
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High-resolution information on the topography of landscapes is of prime importance if the scope lies in the specification of
the erosional processes.
This also concerns the search for the mechanisms leading to the carving of overdeepened valleys surrounding the
European Alps that are now filled with unconsolidated fluvio-lacustrine and glacial sediments.
For some of these valleys within the Alps, the bedrock lies well below sea level today, and in the Alpine foreland, the
bedrock lies distinctively below the currently lowest erosional base level such as the river Rhine, for instance. Because of
the post-erosional burial of these features, the processes leading to their formation have been contested (Cook and Swift,
2012).
Here, we reconstruct the shape of the buried bedrock surface in the Bern area, the region of confluence of the former
Rhone and Aar glaciers.
In this region, the occurrence of overdeepenings, or alternatively tunnel valleys, has already been disclosed locally through
drilling (Reber and Schlunegger, 2016).
To achieve our goals, we conduct a high-resolution gravity survey exploiting the density contrast between the bedrock and
tunnel valley fill and with densely spaced gravity measurements, adapted to capture the complex regional and residual
gravity fields related to the contributions of the Molasse bedrock topography and the Quaternary sediments to this field,
respectively. By 3D gravity forward modelling (BGpoly, following Talwani and Ewing, 1960) in combination with the available
drill hole information we aim to establish the morphology of the interface between the higher density Molasse bedrock and
the lower density Quaternary sediments.
Our first data set consists of several densely spaced gravity profiles across three overdeepened valleys around the city of
Bern. This data set will allow us to explore, from a general point of view, the effect of the overdeepening fill on the Bouguer
anomaly in the region. We additionally collected gravity data across hills and in quarries that are either underlain by marine
or terrestrial Molasse bedrock. This strategy allows us to estimate the in-situ density of the bedrock into which these
overdeepenings were carved. The combined data set will be used to constrain a preliminary 3D prismatic model following
Nagy (1966) of the bedrock topography underneath the Quaternary cover. The results of this study will guide the strategy
for further data collection with the aim to more precisely constrain the bedrock topography model in 3D using BGpoly.
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4onse: open monitoring system
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The 4onse monitoring system has been designed and developed on the wave of openness, which increasingly pervades
not only scientific activity, but also the commercial sectors at different levels. Based on this philosophy, the selected
hardware and software technologies have been evaluated in terms of quality, durability and sustainability and are showing
very promising results. Unlike conventional systems, where the adoption of closed solutions strongly limits interoperability
and data sharing, the designed solution is characterized by a high reproducibility and interoperability, guaranteed by the
adoption of open software and standards for the collection and distribution of data. Such a technology can be applied and
further developed for monitoring natural and non-natural environments that require low-cost sensor components with a level
of quality comparable to conventional systems commonly used. This cost-effective solution is a possible alternative for the
implementation of sensor networks in particular in low-income or developing countries in order to manage natural risks or
water resources.
The solution consists of three different layers: hardware, server and communication layer. The hardware layer consists of a
weather station based on Arduino and sensors measuring environmental variables. This kind of prototype has been
validated thanks to the comparison of the time series with the data of an official weather station of the hydro-meteorological
network of the Canton Ticino. The second layer is characterized by the server infrastructure that stores the measured data
using the istSOS database management system (DBMS), which makes them accessible thanks to the implementation of
open standards such as the Sensor Observation Service (SOS) of the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC). Finally, the
communication layer concerns the use of GPRS for the transmission of data from the node to the server that has been
optimized in terms of energy and bandwidth consumption in order to guarantee stable and fast communication.
The data are useful for several services like:
•
monthly climatic reports available through a dedicated portal (www.zenodo.org) as open data
•
a drought monitoring system
•
an hydraulic model for the management of water resources and the mitigation of floods due to heavy rain events.
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Lakes are an invaluable natural and economic resource for the insubric area, identified as the geographical area between
the Po River (Lombardy, Italy) and the Monte Ceneri (Ticino, Switzerland). Due to a recognized increased anthropic activity
and climate change impacts these precious resource need to be adequately protected. To this end, universities and
administrations of the two regions that share the transboundary lakes, started a project name SIMILE whose goal is to
provide updated and continuous information to support the management of the lakes. This project is based on long term
collaboration actions that the two countries, Switzerland and Italy, have with the CIPAIS commission (http://www.cipais.org/)
and aims at introducing innovative information system based on the combination of advanced automatic and continuous
observation sensing, high resolution remote sensing data processing, citizen science and ecological and physical models.
The project will capitalize the knowledge and experience of the resource managers with the creation of a Bussiness
Intelligence platform based on several interoperable geospatial Web services. The use of Open software and data will
facilitate its adoption and will contribute to adequately keep the costs limited. The project, started few months ago is here
presented and discussed.

Figure 1. Gebneral architecture of the SIMILE Information System.
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Environmental mapping often requires extensive and expensive field work, the resolution that can be achieved for these
maps is significantly lower than the ground sampling distance of modern earth observation satellites.
Guided super-resolution is a unifying framework for several computer vision tasks where the inputs are a low-resolution
source image of some target quantity - e.g., a vegetation height map - and a high-resolution guide image from a different
domain - e.g., a multispectral Sentinel-2 image; and the target output is a high-resolution version of the source, in our
example a high-res vegetation height map (note that the sensing principle of several airborne and spaceborne imaging
sensors can also be seen as guided super-resolution, where a high-resolution panchromatic channel is fused with colour
channels recorded at lower resolution).
The standard way of looking at this problem is to formulate it as a super-resolution task, i.e., the source image is
upsampled to the target resolution, while transferring the missing high-frequency details from the guide. Here, we propose
to turn that interpretation on its head and instead see it as a pixel-to-pixel mapping of the guide image to the domain of the
source image. The pixel-wise mapping is parametrised as a multi-layer perceptron, whose weights are learned by
minimising the discrepancies between the source image and the downsampled target image. Importantly, our formulation
makes it possible to regularise only the mapping function, while avoiding regularisation of the outputs; thus producing crisp,
natural-looking images. The proposed method is unsupervised, using only the specific source and guide images to fit the
mapping.
We evaluate our method by super-resolving tree height maps for Switzerland (Ginzler & Hobi 2015). We clearly outperform
recent baselines in quantitative comparisons, while delivering visually much sharper outputs. We also show promising
preliminary results for the task of creating dense nation-wide maps of biodiversity measures for Switzerland (BDM).

Figure 1. Guided super-resolution: given a low-resolution VHM and a high-resolution guide image, our method predicts a high-resolution
VHM. The figure shows an example output of the proposed method, for an upsampling factor of 32X.
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Displacement data modelling is of great importance for the safety control of concrete dams. The commonly used artificial
intelligence method modelled the displacement data at each monitoring point individually, i.e., the data correlations between
the monitoring points are overlooked, which leads to the over-fitting problem and the limitations in the generalization of
model. A novel model combines Gaussian mixture model and Iterative self-organizing data analysing (ISODATA-GMM)
clustering and the random coefficient method is proposed in this article, which takes the temporal-spatial correlation among
the monitoring points into account. By taking the temporal-spatial correlation among the monitoring points into account and
building models for all the points simultaneously, the random coefficient model improves the generalization ability of the
model through reducing the number of free model variables. Since the random coefficient model supposed the data follows
normal distributions, we use an ISODATA-GMM clustering algorithm to classify the measuring points into several groups
according to its temporal and spatial characteristics, so that each group follows one distribution. Our model has the
advantage of having a stronger generalization ability.
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Visual KARSYS is a web-tool available at www.visualkarsys.com. It has been developed to address modelers and endusers working for the documentation and/or the management of geology and groundwater resources in karst areas. It
makes possible for modelers to setup projects, to entry geol. and hydrogeol. data and to design geological 3D model in
order to subsequently apply the KARSYS approach On one side, Visual KARSYS offers an intuitive interface in which
modelers are guided through the steps of the approach. On the other side, Visual KARSYS offers a dedicated output page
for end-users which displays formatted data and resulting models built by modelers. Editing and reading permissions can
be allotted by the project administrator to different users (both modelers and end-users). End users can arrange data and
results as they want (form, layout, views, etc.) and different analysis tools are at their disposal (slicer, drawing tool, etc.).
They can export different data or print maps.
Visual KARSYS is actually free-of-use and we encourage users to use it.

Fig. 1 the four basic steps of Visual KARSYS allow modelers to build 3D aquifer models online which can be seen and exploited by endusers. By the end of 2019, Visual KARSYS is ready for use. Nevertheless, additional extensions may be envisaged for the coming years.

The Visual KARSYS project is supported by the Swiss Federal Office for Environment via the grant for the promotion of
environmental technology (2016-2019, UTF 537.13.16).
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